
Construction Lawyer vs Home Building Act Lawyer: A
Homeowner's Guide

When it comes to home building disputes or issues with contractors in New South Wales, it can be
difficult for homeowners to know which type of lawyer to engage. Both construction lawyers and
home building lawyers fall within the subset of Commercial Law, but they have different areas of
expertise. In this article, we will explain the differences between the two, and help you understand
which type of lawyer is best suited to your specific needs.

What is Commercial Law?

Commercial law is a broad field that encompasses a wide range of legal issues related to business
and commerce. Some of the key practice areas within commercial law include:

● Insurance law
● Corporate law
● Intellectual property law
● Property law
● Employment law
● Contract law
● Tax law
● Construction law

Construction Lawyers

A construction lawyer typically has working knowledge of all verticals of the construction industry,
including industrial, infrastructure, mining, commercial, and residential. This includes:

● Contract drafting and negotiation
● Construction disputes
● Construction defects
● Represent in courts and tribunals
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Whilst a Home Building Act solicitor also has expertise with the above, construction lawyers who
practice in other verticals will apply their knowledge and have experience to their vertical specific
laws and issues such as those applicable to roads, mining, industrial, property, and infrastructure
law. They will not have the domain and vertical knowledge and experience to deal with the practical
issues that a construction lawyer who focuses on home building act work would have.

Typically construction lawyers advise and represent clients such as construction companies,
architects, engineers, developers, and contractors on a wide range of legal issues. Of course they
may also have understanding of laws and regulations specific to the industry, such as the Home
Building Act, and may advise and represent clients in disputes related to those laws but their
practical advice will be limited due to their lack of focus on residential construction matters.

Home Building Act Lawyer

Home Building Act Lawyers have an in-depth knowledge of the Home Building Act, Home Building
Regulations, Design and Building Practitioners Act, and related legislation, codes, standards, and
practices. They are well-versed with relevant case law where those statutes are applied. They
have strong experience working with matters that affect homeowners and builders with practical
issues that arise with building a residential home in New South Wales. They are specialised in
advising on contracts and issues from pre-construction phase to dispute resolution.

Home Building Act Lawyers will represent clients on compliance with the Home Building Act and
related legislation, as well as representing clients in disputes related to the act, such as:

● Defects and incomplete works
● Quantum Meruit claims
● Variations

They have strong knowledge of the processes and procedures for lodging and resolving disputes
under the Home Building Act through the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal as well as all
levels of the courts system. They are more focused on representing Homeowners and Builders
under the Master Builders, HIA, and Office of Fair Trading Contracts.
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Choosing the Right Lawyer for Your Home Building Dispute

When it comes to choosing a lawyer for your home building dispute or issue, it's important to
consider the specific nature of your problem. If your issue is related specifically to the Home
Building Act and related legislation, a Home Building Act lawyer would be the best choice. If your
issue is more general in nature and relates to the construction industry as a whole, a construction
lawyer may be more appropriate.

It's also important to keep in mind that both types of lawyers may have knowledge of the Home
Building Act and related legislation, so they may be able to assist you in either case. However, a
Home Building Act lawyer will have a more specialised knowledge of the act and related legislation
and will be better equipped to advise you on compliance and to represent you in disputes.

Home Building Act lawyers specialise in legal issues related to the Home Building Act and related
legislation in NSW and have experience working with practical issues that arise with building a
residential home.

Construction lawyers have knowledge of all verticals of the construction industry including drafting
and negotiation of contracts, construction disputes, and other legal matters related to the industry.

Get Expert Help for Home Building Issues in NSW

If you are a homeowner in NSW with an issue with your contractor or builder, you should consider
engaging a specialist construction lawyer that is a solicitor that practises with the Home Building
Act day-in and day-out. To speak to a qualified Home Building Act lawyer, please call us today.
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